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Joelle Martinec found her passion for dance at a young age and carries that energy with her through
inspirational and athletically challenging classes.
Joelle’s fast paced movement and exuberant energy bring out parts of you that might be sleeping that
day. Her love and passion for life, people and technique shines brightly through her class and her work.
Learning of the choreography is just the tip of the iceberg in Joelle’s class. Her desire is that all of her students
walk out of class with more consciousness about where their personal movement comes from.
Joelle was a featured dancer in such films as “The Big Lebowski”, "A Time For Dancing” and in the award
winning music video “It’s Ohh So Quiet”.
Joelle is the Founder, Artistic Director and Choreographer of Los Angeles based SoleVita Dance
Company. Since it’s inception in 2011, SoleVita Dance Company, has participated in Celebrate Dance 2013 &
2014, performing for The LA Philharmonic 10th Anniversary Gala, Ignite Dance Workshops, Pasadena Dance
Festival, Commonality Dance Company, In It For Life Productions, LA Fashion Week, and were finalists in Dance
Under The Stars Choreography festival.
SoleVita dancers and Joelle’s choreography are featured in music videos for Adjoa Skinner’s “The Sun”
and “Recession Song”, Ashley Chambliss’s “My Universe”, Carmen Perez’s “Goldilock’s Zone”, Brad Stanley and
the Foxflies’ “Tik Tok Nation”, Erin Muir’s “Too Much”, and TJ Stafford Music’s “Get Up” and ‘Catch”. Joelle and
SoleVita have as well released three independent short dance based films produced by Ginger Sole
Productions. Ginger Sole Photography is Joelle's latest creation. Her understanding of movement and
connection allows her to capture dancers in beautiful compositions.
Ms. Martinec has taught all over the world and has been known as “the teacher’s teacher” during her
many years traveling with Tremaine Dance Conventions and Competitions.
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